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Letter From the Editors 
 

 
At the risk of sounding like a broken record, it seems fitting that Wend’s inaugural release date would 
be during the spring when renewal, growth, and hope engulf our landscapes, seize the mind. All the 
tired spring metaphors aside, plans for Wend started out as a passing idea near the end of our graduate 
studies. Throughout our MFA program, many visiting writers seemed to share similar advice—start a 
journal; don’t charge reading fees; publish friends and poets you admire. This insight motivated us to 
scaffold a concept we wanted to promote through our journal—a celebration of community. Once we 
started throwing names around we knew that Wend would eventually come to fruition. 
 
Wend was on our list of original names for the magazine. It came from a lyric from “The Farthest 
Field” by David Dodson—a Maine folk artist. This folk song describes the passing of a life and the 
many people that intertwine throughout it. Wend itself means to meander, though it also indicates a 
meandering with a purpose. We feel like this purposeful journey is important to poetry, and that all 
poetry, in some way, is a part of the route we take as we continue to live and survive in a perplexing 
world. 
 
We were delighted by the extraordinary amount of submissions that flooded our inaugural reading 
period, and we were so grateful to read through all of them. The quality of the work we saw 
introduced us to some talented poets while posing difficult decisions to our guest readers regarding 
which pieces to include. As a team, we eventually chose these poets and artists. Please enjoy their work. 
 
 
Best, 
 
Denise & Sam   
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Hannah Fenn 
 

 
Interrobang 
 
 
You screeched 
like peppered sand might,  
at the edge of the earth. 
  
Woebegone,  
stepping up through the sticks, 
your tongue tasted the back of your teeth. 
 
The day grew legs and went cross-eyed. 
It held you above its head, 
slopping through the crowded freeways 
of which ever melting world it fancied. 
  
You deflated and became this messy mop-head 
with a daffy smile. 
  
Making sallow prints in the snow  
with your big kid charcoal hands. 
 
Hoaxed, 
and breathing in like you have a brother, 
you remembered how fast this would all go. 
 
So you rolled yourself over  
and winked at the sunny side, 
the soft home with an ever open door.     
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Sybil 
 
 
He held this perfect mania for hanging the photos in wiry rows. 
I’ve only just lifted the lid on that lineage of madness,  
So maybe don’t ask me to be feathery just yet. 
 
Sometimes the wicker of the porch furniture  
spindles at the creaking of the screen door. 
 
And the house vibrates with their exit. 
And a collection of name tags that all read “Sybil”  
are displayed at eye level. 
 
He shields his arms over his face 
to the proposition of power. 
“No thanks.” 
 
And somehow, with that, 
the power in him grows.   
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Kallie Falandays 
 

 
 
[In the end the men came with a truck and Matthew took it all] 
  
 
In the end, the men came with a truck and Matthew took it all, even the parts that weren’t his, 
even the ones he stole  even the ones she created for him to stay even the 
broken ones, ones he didn’t even like in the end, he spread out against the Kansas 
sky and ate big steaks on her he controlled his limp now walking fast toward another 
life a life that looked like him—one mirror you know—all that he was going to see if he could 
find it and when he finds it he’s gonna put a knife in it so he can see if it bleeds for him.  
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Tendering 
 
  
Sunday heavy weather all day 
Matthew’s laugh like from a well. 
He cooks weeds she can eat, 
plucks them for her and holds them 
in his pockets until he’s home for her 
he turns to one side  for her he’s tired 
for her   he tried to make things small 
he gave her everything he watered  
a history she might use to make something 
else for someone else he gave her 
a beautiful dream that he made small 
with his rotting edges the weeds too 
if they’re not watched they’ll suffocate 
everything, even the pretty ones.   
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Gemma Frost, The Gifted Boy 
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Tia Hudson 

 
 
Coming Out to Friends on Galiano Island 

 

When I told you I could not  
eat hot peppers, 
a quick suspicion crossed your face. 
Then you made my omelet without them,  
but yours with the peppers 
grown in your garden 
 
Then we looked at each other across the table. 
It was hard to convince you 
I could not eat the thing you liked. 
 
That night we sat in front of the fire,  
in the room walled with books. 
You asked about the years since; 
I told you stories of new love, home, family. 
 
You would not look at me. 
The fire died down. The cat slept  
on your lap.  You wrapped   
the crocheted blanket tighter around you. 
 
We could not see through  
the darkness outside.  When I stood   
you hesitated to hug goodnight. 
 
The next morning,  
before I caught the ferry home, 
we had coffee and sweet scones 
and simple conversation. 
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Dinnertimes  
 
 
I whistle for the cat -  
two short  one long - to come eat. 
The grey tabby hurries home 
collar bell tinkling. 
 
At the door he stops and sits 
looks up at me with serious eyes 
I encourage him, “C’mon in,” 
I say, “time to eat.” 
He stands, undecided and uneasy 
Peers around the lintel 
he sees the dog sitting in the kitchen. 
 
Freezes with one leg raised, then  
scurries to the other room  
where his dish sits out of the dog’s reach. 
 
The dog looks up at me, grinning 
turns and walks to her pillow 
for a well-deserved rest. 

 
I remember my mother 

calling us home; 
my brother and me playing together 
with mud, or bikes 
or building hiding places in the bushes 
in the overgrown lot. 
 
We’d run to our yard 
and up the steps, then wait 
at the door, peer around the lintel 
looking for the half full beer glass 
or the strange man sitting there 
 
She would look at us standing there. 
“C’mon in,” she’d say, “Dinner’s ready.”   
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Celebration of Real Life 

Commenting on Car Wash by Efram Wolff, Museum of NW Art 
 
 
Nothing we see is quite right; 
if you don’t look closely you will miss it. 
Brushes that turn into thorny bushes, 
naked, chubby, three-armed  
woman in the shower; 
man with an L-shaped pipe 
for a nose, and no eyes to see past it; 
the piece of garbage  
never washed into the hole 
in the street. 
 
We watch life lived perfectly 
every night during prime time, 
in every commercial at Christmas, 
in every Kincaid painting. 
 
Here at the car wash 
this is what we are. 
Strange, even grotesque 
in a world of soft colors; 
beauty that is never captured  
on nightly news 
or daily dramas of projected lives 
we strive to make our own. 
 
No, here is where the gridiron hero  
rapes the princess, 
the students cheat to get ahead, 
the politician lies to get elected, 
the mother beats her children, 
and they are not sorry when she dies. 
 
But this is also not all there is. 
Perfection happens, 
happiness is here, life is good sometimes. 
Don’t forget that.   
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Catherine Zickgraf 
 

 
Somnambulant  
 
 
When they sleep down deep at night, 
she tunnels out the powder room window  
into drizzle and mist, hops fence.   
 
She kicks through currents along the curb,  
crosses street, descends the bank  
toward the creek’s down-streaming sounds.   
 
Twelve and barefoot all summer,  
she’s unafraid of treading the pebble beds, 
leaps cold rocks to boulders, 
splashing the stars of the water. 
 
Breeze moves through the woods, 
the moon-lattice shifts around her. 
 
Though curtained with night and still invisible, 
she slips back in through the bathroom window— 
almost ready come pain of day 
when they’ve opened wide their eyes.   
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Carolyn Shayte, Desert   
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Jude Marr 
 

 
Containment 
 
 
I'm standing 
at another busy intersection, longing  
to be heard: bodies rush  
past, heads buried  
in new conversations: my body 
burns, intense, but I can’t  
hear my voice 
 
if I stand on a soapbox, should  
I wear a clown costume 
or  
strip to my bones?  
 
we don’t need 
more old-white-woman poems— 
 
mouthing silence, I 
gesticulate: my skin flakes: whiteness 
falls: whiteness  
remains 
 
I stand, unfleshed, on an island 
knit from bones: home  
is an un-lit 
intersection: sequence 
me: scream, bellow, bled, bellow, scream.   
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Feeding Time at the Zoological Garden 
 
  
zoo creatures, contained, wait 
to be eaten: their city 
is under siege: their keepers 
no longer recognize them: 

         at the zoo gate, citizens, their bellies 
           big with hunger, stand in line: each 

         holds a drawing of their dream 
         animal and, in the other hand, a spoon— 

not only elephants 
remember that they were 
artists’ models, once 
captured in ink: 
           citizens, admitted, shamble 

         down zoo avenues in search of 
         salvation: if a menu-sketch matches 

                                                      reality, citizens may drool— 
not only wildebeest sway 
in place, hipbones 
in extremis, shrunken 
hide ribbed: 
           citizen leans, light-headed, against 

         his destination cage: inside, apes: outside 
         vice-like hunger— 

not only chimpanzees 
scream: 

          orangutan, hair delicate against bone, threads 
        an arm through bars, returns to citizen 
        his fallen spoon. 
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The Universe Suspended on a Monster’s Tooth 
 
  
no spitting no cursing no nursing allowed— 
  
big bang: sax-moan shudders: cracks expand, contract, (va-va) 
convulse: DogBone spits 
a universe—and Vic 
deep-spaced, safe in amniotic sac of darkest rum and sweet vermouth 
floats toward their natal star, naked, unloosed— 
  
on the ragged side of Infinite, drive-thru dacquiris don’t deaden 
loss, but bourbon rocks: saxophones possess 
no ax to blunt but every shot c(o)unts: all employees 
must (wa-wa)shake hands before returning to their dead- 
end jobs: hands must wash 
their dead before their shift begins: no 
shift will ever end— 
  
in Beelzebub’s last booth, between twin 
restrooms (not 
identical) DogBone, ragged man, obsessed with sax, and his own 
significance, pretends  
a pulse (don’t 
trust him: he thinks female 
is a noun)— 
  
sax life sux: kitchen door swings: dead 
fish grin, goggle-eyed on marbled slab as Vic turns 
tables into barricades: DogBone’s two fingers   
tweak each passing butt: judging 
meat: tender / not— 
  
mean / time: at the bar, tindermen and flames meet: swipe 
right: left (behind: a shadow hand, twitching) 
they could care— 
less than all his parts, Dog nips servers as they slip 
inside restroom number one: pain marrowed in (t)he(i)r bones—     
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shift without ___ 
A-men 
like DogBone never pay their tabs, and Vic can’t 
leave before a war begins, and closing time’s whenever Infinite 
un(B)ends, or T(r)ooth 
sharper than a server’s pen, carves Dog from Bone— 
  
more sax moans: again again again— 
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Gregory Bannister, Face I   
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Sarah Bigham 
 

 
Crumbs at the table 
 
 
You do not look away / back away 
From the fleas in the hair / the dung on the shirt 
The flapping plastic of the half-torn sole of the hand-me-down sneakers of the second-to-youngest son 
who wears no socks in February, while Upstate blizzards brew.  
 
You do not look away / back away 
From the tiny one whose ripened smell fills the room / only cold water at home from a pump 
Laundering the clothes in the gym each morning to send home clean, wearing donated and designated 
clothes for class, sneaking a visit to the nurse who stashes toothpaste and soap. 
 
You do not look away / back away 
From the fly-swatting shrieker / scaling the cabinets, clawing and ripping his nails 
Who glares down in fury with yardstick brandishing and blood on his face from wiping the tears with 
the back of his hand, PTSD from unspeakable acts in the dark, in a cage. 
 
You do not look away / back away 
From the ones on the news / in the papers, front page  
Neighbors finally making the call, waiting on dark lawns lit by flashing lights, the kids  
next door go to school somewhere, it’s here. 
 
You learn to nod and blink strength, eye to eye / not cry or show pity 
You buy t-shirts and pencils and candy and books / make pies without knives  
Say the words I am proud of you, teach them to spell swear words so they don’t throw a punch at the 
laughers who love the bell time for busses, when so many of yours run. 
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 Jaimie Olle 
 

 
 

Peeling Oranges 
 

Eggshell-shaded walls covered in sterile cheer 
will lead to her bowed head and folded hands 
that grab at the folds of her pants. You will smile 
and she will laugh. Subjects may be disoriented  
in time, or never oriented at all. Remembering 
the last time she held your naïve cheeks 
in her wrinkled palms, you will ask no one 
in particular if reality is as good at lying  
as you are.  

Sitting in the activities hall your eyes will flash 
from an abandoned jigsaw puzzle to a worn piano 
whose tuning is resulting in long-term decline due  
to damage of some strings and things you will not 
really understand. Distracting yourself with cookies 
and coffee you will pretend that she is talking to you 
not to the lady in the white nightgown who sits 
at the edge of her bed sometimes at night 
when no one else can comment on the conversation. 

Pale eyes will search your own shallow pools 
again and again. She will ask: When will her dad 
be there? Why is he running late? You will tell 
her California is far away. It takes time to travel 
you say. Yes, you will nod. He is always late.  
But you will whisper he is on his way.  You realize 
she is slowly on her way. How much farther 
can she wander about by day? You will stare 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

hard at the ill-placed illuminated soda machine 
while filling your mouth with sugar to dissolve 
the thumbs gouging your heart into halves, 
prying it apart at the seams like a softened orange. 

Forced laughter will try to catch your tears 
before your mom and aunt spot the wreckage 
of reality staining your cheeks. But the room 
is deserted; there is nowhere to hide. You will 
wrap the last thread of hope around every limb 
of your body but it will not be enough to sew 
her memories back whole. She will try your name 
out on the contours of her tongue and coffee-polished 
teeth but she will not be speaking of you or to you. 

When the four of you are simply sipping Styrofoam 
cups it is possible for a moment to slip into the past 
as heavy clouds eat the daylight away, peeling back 
an afternoon to find the evening. Dinner will make 
itself ready before you are to say goodbye forcing 
you to cling to her warm sweater over a pile 
of steaming potatoes and the stares of other lost souls. 
She will kiss the top of your head and tell you to be good 
and you will leave cradling two halves of an orange.  

This visit can be classified as either reversible or irreversible.  

*From Dementia Wikipedia article    
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Erika Clark, The Cosmic Egg   
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Holly Mason 
 

 
Cold Front 
 
An emerald patch of light 
  sifts through trees 
  and my love tries to hold it in her hands 
  
This time of year 
  is promise and decay 
  both and 
  
The whistling wind   

a kettle’s song 
  
Her hands holding space 

this negative capability 
  
* 
  
I think of a broken bone 
  if it were to belong 
  to my mother 
   
Her strands of greying hair 
  like whale bones 
  
I feel responsible for what 
  nature is doing 
  and undoing 
  
* 
  
I know sometimes 

coincidence 
  is simply coincidence 
  
  and dreams 
  simply dreams 
  
Just as the frost is not a sign 
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  but a progression 
   
  
* 
  
Boiling water cracks the glass 
  then shatters it 
  
I recall a story 

of shards from 
  a too hot baking dish 
  
I was learning parable 
  at the time 
  so searching myself for the lesson 
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  Cardinal 
  
 
The state bird 

of my two homes, 
  North Carolina and Virginia. 
  
Also, 

the reincarnation of your sister, 
your mother believes. 

  
You tell me 

the females are actually lighter 
and brown. 

  
We both want cardinal tattoos, 

reminders 
of what was and what is. 

  
I am learning 

in life it is almost always 
two things at once. 

  
The red plumage 

up my arm where your tears 
have fallen. 

  
We scatter 

Rachal’s ashes in a creek 
in Arlington, saying words. 

  
Unbelievably, a brown cardinal 

touches down on a branch, 
resting there 

  
until the branch becomes still, 

then pushing off again 
making the branch a waving arm. 
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 Late-Autumn Orchard 
 
  

“ sun fluttering/ like a signal! Upon the open flesh of the world.” 
—Frank O’Hara 

  
  
At the base of the trees   a skirt of lost fruit 

bruised and abandoned   bees hover 
  
The harvest still left  is too far to reach 

The ones we can grasp are small and bitter 
  
You bite to taste  tossing the core into dead grass 

Uphill shows promise  a fuller foliage 
  
How many do we need  you ask 

Twenty   I say 
We are planning to make a crisp at the cottage   
  
Live with me      in leaves    in this mountain air 
  
You are the image  Don’t go too far ahead 

the trees will take you from me 
  
 I find the sun to sneeze  squinting   

Turning back   you are tangled in branches  
  
Somewhere a girl is crying 

She has lost her favorite apple 
  
You emerge holding one in your palm   Look, it’s perfect 

I say    We’ll have to peel it 
  
Leaves are crunching under our feet    like apples between teeth   
  Zip our coats to the neck now 
  
Returning   a skunk at the doorstep   

We quiet our feet in the gravel   stay still   and wait.    
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Mikhail Shchupak-Katsman, Paranoid   
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Jonathan Schoenfelder 
 

 
Canto III. a. 
 
 
 Little sleeping sister 

Rocking gently in your little boat 
Waveform pattern to your system clock 

 
Sometimes when she dreams of it she dreams it’s a dark sea 
A sonorous jellyfish bubbles up. 
 
Little sleeping brother 

Murmur softly on your little beach 
Random testing of your logic gates 

 
Sometimes when she dreams of it she dreams it’s a laureled god 
It climbs out of her furrowed brow. 
 
Little sleeping sleeper 

Sleeping soundly in your little sleep 
Low power usage in your sleep mode 

 
Sometimes she dreams it’s dreaming her 
Blue soothing pulsing taper    
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Carolyn Shayte, Cliff   
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William Doreski 
 

 
Honeymoon on the Volga 
 
 
This is our third honeymoon and the first on which you’ve spoken to me, to anyone. The Volga flows 
under our little room. The innkeeper wields no recognizable language. Your native Russian means 
nothing to him. When English falls from my mouth it writhes on the carpet, where he extinguishes it 
with a boot heel. But we like our room, and the food is good. The innkeeper’s wife cooks all day and all 
night. Fragrance of pink and ochre smelts from the kitchen. Fish flap heavily in her kettle and expire in 
sighs.  
 
You didn’t speak during our long honeymoon in Venice. Every day I took you around the city, visiting 
museums, inspecting elegant palazzi, eating Venetian treats. You looked blank when we entered St. 
Mark’s, angry in the Doge’s palace. At the opera you wept through comic scenes, snickered through 
tragic ones. On our second honeymoon we walked along the Bund in Shanghai and you wept with 
boredom but said nothing. The luscious cooking seemed to interest you, but you made no comment. 
 
 Now on the steppe, the Volga bullying its way to the Caspian Sea, you can’t stop talking. You talk in 
English, Russian, German, Polish. You talk all day and night in a rush of heady phrases. We’ve been 
married for half a century and now you have everything to say and every means of saying it. I can’t 
remember hearing your voice before, not ever; can’t remember our daily life in America although it has 
stretched for so many decades. Only the honeymoons matter, and only this one has loosened your 
tongue.   
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California Prison Towns 
 
Prodigals of winter return, 
bearing the strictest apologies. 
Cancer, Capricorn, Taurus, 
and other flavors disperse 
among crowds at bus stations 
in California prison towns 
like Lancaster and Corcoran, 
Solano, Wasco, Susanville. 
 
Twenty-six hundred miles away, 
I lay the family fortune to rest. 
Bill collectors sport deep mourning. 
My ancestors trouble their graves 
in Ukraine, England, Ireland, 
Scotland and Connecticut --  
rising in smoke to rebuke me 
for running up so much debt. 
 
The new snow amounts to a sneeze. 
If I had a sled I’d grieve for slopes 
still too bare for sliding. 
If I’d wanted a snowman to stand 
rapt with attention amid 
the browsing deer and raccoons 
I’d sigh with disappointment. 
 
The day spouts fresh liabilities, 
but I’m crossing the frozen marsh 
to reach darker, deeper forest 
where friendly bears bed down 
and dark comes so early that ghosts 
mist from leaf-mold by four PM 
with varied accessories jangling. 
 
Yes, I could lie down with the bears 
and trust to my pelt to preserve me 
against the cold-centered ego 
that wants to warp me to its joys. 
But instead, to please the cosmos, 
I’ll fly off to California 
and check into a prison town 
and sign the motel register with 
the name of my favorite crime. 
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Max DeHaven, Cycles 
Acrylic paint fluid pour on stretched canvas. 10in.x10in.   
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Indrani Sengupta 
 

 
likely fig 
 
 
full aureole, the wide-ringed 
mouthpress of a senary seeding 
 
Kore's strange eating, remembered  
in all our wreaths of benzoin. 
this hexadic, this hectic bindling 
of superstitious herbs  
 
what old Greeks hold in this my 
apportioned pessary? Good  
doctor, what words would you  
feed me through the mouth  
or bite, the mouth and bite? 
 
black tonic, red oleum wrought 
of fires pro vigil, the monkly 
salt, the six seeds and the six 
seeds and the six fluorescing 
seeds, where I fluors and ____ emerge escentum   
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the doctor asks “where is the pain?” 
 
 
in the sednoid, where I grow exceptionally long  
and a little eccentric. the kuiper cannot fathom me.  
and the Oort cloud calls me icy. men hurl me off from  
kayaks but keep my phalanxes to nurse on, and I am  
indemnified as planet. where the astronomer deems me  
omissive or oblong, and gifts me reasons. where the  
doctor keens, “behind each woman's rage is poor diet.”  
the pinprick of me is judged insubstantive, and not the oak tree's  
chatoyant, a riving from cunt to brain. where I have neither moon  
nor middle name, but keep the pulse of god to rail at opportunely.   
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whither the womb 
 
 
animal of my animal,  
 
have you had your glut of patronyms and  
assorted flagella / half-cocked pistons and  
maybe a mislaid fish knife or two. 
 
Bartholin and Fallopio who shrine themselves  
in you / your sloshy logic, impenetrable to men 
and also god and also time (who are also men). 
  
animal of mine, threshed goat of pathologies, 
who do not want the bother or the brand or even this  
my susurring / to call you up from sleep / to calm you 
you or to hold you / to put you down into the earth, 
whatever gobfuls of shit and bile may need do. 
 
three bind runes and then the naming.  
in their father's parlor rooms they name you for  
their father's names and then their father's names  
grow inexcusably rude / no man can name the other  
in good company and they all wither into their tea.  
 
and animals keen toward the fragrance of it.   
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if illness is a flesh and sleep its inner lining  
 
 
what does it mean to pull the umbra  
from your lungs, in single rasp, a sole  
unbroken column.  
 
or rend the fishbone 
of its fish.  
 
to shuck yourself, the myths in you, 
the tendrils of your logic   
into measure, into doctortongue, into pick 
a number off this chart. 
 
to birth six treacly nebulae. 
 
to say: no one knows  
the color of death, but this thing this thing  
I've wrought must be a worthy simulacrum. 
 
to wax hysteric in waiting room.  
 
to footnote a history that refuses not 
to squirm: the body idioglassic.  
 
to soothe self, to say:  
this being seen is better 
than the unflesh and lonely  
endometrial of sleep.  
 
to wish to be asleep instead, 
to be sick instead in that wholesome way  
that cooks you slow and kills you after.   
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who names the body but does not live here 
 
 
do I rail or do I yes this into the body's canon / 
the body which is not my body when it is diptych, 
when it is crowded, when it is occupied as chairs.   
 
which is sounder which is sooner, the hard fist of fetal curl  
or to fetal curl and count the pulse of linenspread:  
to measure and contain / like a pill rolled in meat. 
 
how do I circumscribe this in the body / how do I rid this 
from the body / how do I rid this body and through this body, this / 
 
what mother's mantra / what hastened worship / what space is there  
in spans of hands to migrate to / to be too small to plume and then  
deplume. 
 
between the bath and resection there is no time to mend / only fuse.   
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Max DeHaven, Just the Beginning 

Photograph of detail from an acrylic paint fluid pour on stretched canvas. Approximately 6inx10in.   
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Mary Buchinger 
 

 
from the world of things  a feeling 
 
 
last year’s leaf litter caught  
(by what thread?) 
within wind-worn wood 
 
sun-bowed deck 
built beside a tidal cove 
 
it and I above 
the breathing water 
 
the runneled mud 
of low tide 
 
shag of seaweed  
combed by currents 
points seaward 
 
the small bit  
of useless leaf 
curled into itself 
twists in morning’s 
breath  catches every 
gold of light   
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In Flight  Detroit -- Boston 
  
 
One goodbye after another before death there is               
the dying and the light in the treble-paned window                 
beside me calls Look yellow bangle in a blue dilating                     
triangle Look grainy white grey light how long               
how drawn out leaving can be a pile of pink lays                     
itself down on shadow-roughed dun Look a light-                 
crazed cloud calls to me zigzag light bats batters                 
our wing mmump and mmump embroidered blue               
wave  swells    dense       turbulence  
 

furred white chiffon       
shimmery light slips in gives way to sheer sundog                 
violet green gold-flocked whispers Move the self             
thus (I take notes I ask questions) Cloud what is                   
your light?       The light one  

 
  holds deep     
Prussian blue striped white light eggshell blue the               
watery fragile blue of my father’s eyes see-through               
keyhole cloud I spy a silver sister a pink-curl                 
contrail I too am part of a parade of planes a March                       
late afternoon this labor to locate the world of the                   
self within the larger while the light moves and                 
I  move and   

 
we lose light it         

straggles orphaned child left back forgotten hall             
light dim dustbin lastness clings as the maroon               
sky’s ocean rolls over into navy flannel nub-tongued               
grey abandoned the heart in the bell jar mined                 
dispersal of particle and wave and now this no-                 
holds-barred dark  and soon   soon  I will land 
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Dying takes every day 
  
  
  of your life 
  
asks everything 
what you didn’t even know was there 
pulled from your very ends of being 
  
I felt this when a stranger 
passed me on the sidewalk 
then broke out into song— 
  

contralto escaping 
  like a pent-up animal— 
  notes suddenly free 
  
  

  º 
  
Every morning workers file 
into the call center on Mass. Ave 
  

No matter what   they must dial 
and speak Almost no one 
wants to talk with them 
  
They are voices paid 
to read scripts 
  
  Only on breaks— 
  a cigarette   quick sandwich— 

can they say what they want 
  
  
  º 
  
  
I know a thread inside 
   is unspooling 
will one day come up short— 
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  but Thursday rolls round again 
lunch  dinner  sleep 
  
           it’s June  the basil leaves 
  broaden 

soon  the solstice— 
  
       all its inordinate light    
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Fetch  she says 
  
  
  tossing 
a long ungainly stick 
to her golden retriever 
and I watch as the dog 
bounds  full of intention 
it pounces  then its teeth 
sink into the bark 
  
paws curl around 
one crooked end 
the dog settles in 
to chomp the stick 
bit  by bit  by bit 
to a stubborn nub— 
little left to retrieve 
  
Fall’s slant sun catches 
in the dog’s wispy fur 
lingers in the leaves 
that dangle their gold 
and I want to climb 
inside the tent of light 
Stay me here  Stay  Stay 
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Mikhail Shchupak-Katsman, Them   
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Zeke Hudson 
 

 
travelogue (III) 
 

on the plane back to boise 
or rather the connecting flight 
 

from ashland to portland 
at 5:30am we flew over a city 
 

the outskirts glowed 
like distant constellations 
 

tiny & bright & the city 
was itself comforted & obscured 
 

by thick fog perhaps 
heat or pollution 
 

or lingering breaths 
condensing over architecture 
 

in the cold night i remember 
years ago standing atop mount ashland 
 

as the moon rose glacially 
from behind the snow-capped 
 

range i saw from the south 
a sea of white float slowly 
 

toward the peak of the mountain 
& crest & slide down 
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into the valley below pooling 
over houses hiding every- 
 

thing but the dim lights 
burning like swamp gases 
 

like a ghost of this future & i 
felt free & beautiful god 
 

for the first time ever 
as the stars slowly appeared 
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travelogue (VI) 
 

this must be the same road 
reader even you 
 

have seen it by now 
its pointillist yellow bloom 
 

its tumbledown barn 
sides in meadows 
 

to the right 
its one shapeless cloud 
 

one contrail one half moon 
suspended in afternoon 
 

even you have seen it 
through me 
 

as i've loved it 
through cutbank highways 
 

& blood-caked vermin 
cooking for buzzards 
 

on asphalt reader 
please don't remember 
 

this road please 
this poem must wear 
 

through the page 
as well   
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Artist Statements & Author Biographies 
 

 
Guest Readers 
 
Alicia Banaszewski is a Western Michigan University graduate, poet, and playwright living in                         
Chicago, Illinois. Her chapbook, Bright Blue, is published by Dancing Girl Press. More recent work is                               
available in Best Emerging Poets 2017 and America’s Emerging Poets 2018: Illinois, Minnesota, and                           
Wisconsin (Z Publishing). For more about Alicia, visit her website here. 

Lisa DesRochers-Short received her BA in English from the University of Maine at Orono and is a                                 
current MFA candidate at George Mason University where she also works as the Graduate Admissions                             
Coordinator and Fiscal Manager for the English Department. Her life consists of constantly                         
rearranging her furniture and playing with her four ferrets: Meatball, Waffles, Carl Sagan (a girl), and                               
Dipzilla, as well as a dog with an underbite named Max and a mad scientist husband named Jake. 

Lisa is the poetry editor of Hellscape Press and a reader with So to Speak. Her work has appeared in                                       
Permafrost, Common Ground Review, Breakwater Review, and others. 

Edwin Smith was born in Chicago but grew up in Chicagoland’s northwest suburbs. While poetry is                               
his discipline of emphasis, he also spends time painting, drawing, and making music. His work can be                                 
found in print in Seeds: Literary Journal, and online in From Whispers to Roars. 

 
 
Contributors 
 
Carolyn Shayte is a multimedia and community artist, poet, and avid nature lover living in Baltimore, 
MD with her very fluffy cat, Jewel. In 2014, she received her B.F.A. in Interdisciplinary Sculpture 
from the Maryland institute College of Art. Currently, she splits her time between working at Make 
Studio, and teaching art and art history to senior adults in various settings. She has exhibited artwork 
regionally at Gallery Unicorn, Metro Gallery, Columbia Art Center, and Imagine Artwear. Carolyn is 
the co-founder of the lively local event known as PPT (People Presenting Together) Nite. Her poetry 
has appeared in The Purple Poetry Book, HYRSTERIA, and The Poetry and Fiction Issue of 
Baltimore City Paper. She will begin her M.A. in Art Therapy and Counseling at Southwestern 
College in January 2020.  
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Catherine Zickgraf performed her poetry in her hometown of Augusta, Georgia and in dozens of 
other cities, to Madrid and back. An illness changed her path, and now her main job is hanging out 
with her husband and three sons. She enjoys the calm of the school day when she dedicates time to her 
writing. Her work has appeared in the Journal of the American Medical Association, Pank, Victorian 
Violet Press and The Grief Diaries. Her recent chapbook, Soul Full of Eye, is published through 
Aldrich Press. Read and watch her at caththegreat.blogspot.com 
 
Erika Clark joined Make Studio in Baltimore, MD in 2012. As an artist, she tends to use watercolor, 
acrylic, and colored pencil, and says that she "dabbles" in ink, oil pastel, sculpting, and digital art. Her 
artwork is often inspired by anime, manga, and, more recently, science fiction. She also likes to explore 
abstract concepts. She defines her style as "tending to focus on layering color and form and having an 
ethereal atmosphere". In her spare time, Erika enjoys playing video games, cooking, brewing her own 
kombucha, reading, and listening to music like symphonic metal.  
 
Gemma Frost, who joined Make Studio in Baltimore, MD in 2017, recalls that she has been making 
art since she was four-years-old. She believes that her eye for detail has developed over the years: "I like 
to make drawings of people with pencils, sharpies, and colored pencils. I like adding detail that I can 
imagine in my head, and I like to make it just flow from my mind onto paper." Gemma enjoys 
exploring how she can expand on her initial ideas for artwork, working in all sorts of media, while 
working in a studio setting with other artists. She has an interest in fashion. When not making art, 
Gemma likes to thrift shopping with her mom, going on "adventures" to different places to see new 
things, spending time with friends and with animals, specifically her three dogs. Gemma is a graduate 
of St. Elizabeth School. 
 
Gregory Bannister is a prolific painter who began pursuing his craft as a young man, and he has for 
many years been inspired by modernist masters such as Matisse and Picasso. He is so devoted to art 
that when not working full-time at Harmony Bakery in the Hampden neighborhood of Baltimore, 
MD Greg is constantly painting at home. He is a "low residency" artist with Make Studio in Baltimore, 
bringing finished and almost finished pieces to the studio in order to consult with our staff about final 
finishes and presentation strategies. Make Studio is proud to work with a person we think of us as "the 
nicest guy you'll ever meet".  
 
Hannah Fenn is a poet and freelance journalist who studied creative writing at Southern Oregon 
University. She and her husband live in the Midwest where they’re raising their three sons. 
 
Holly Mason received her MFA in Poetry from George Mason University, where she taught 
undergraduate English courses and served as the blog editor for So to Speak: A Feminist Journal of 
Literature and Art. Her poems have appeared in Rabbit Catastrophe Review, Outlook Springs, The 
Northern Virginia Review, Foothill Poetry Journal, and selected by E. Ethelbert Miller for a Bethesda 
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Urban Partnership Poetry prize. She has been a reader and panelist for OutWrite (A Celebration of 
LGBT Literature in D.C.). She currently lives and teaches in Virginia.  
 
Indrani Sengupta is a poet from Kolkata, India, currently braving Illinois weather.  She received her 
MFA in poetry from Boise State University. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in The Feminist 
Wire, Fogged Clarity, PANK Magazine, and The Southeast Review.   
 
Jaimie Olle grew from a tiny Sierra Nevada mountain town beneath the gaze of giant granite faces, 
outstretched limbs of towering Sequoia trees and sun-starched blue skies. She earned a 
double-bachelor of arts degree in strategic communication and creative writing from Seattle University 
in 2014. She earns her living among the trees and writes when she remembers the pleasure of bringing 
pen to paper. You can find Jaimie living, loving and growing in the central Cascades with her 
partner-in-adventure and their three-legged malamute.  
 
Jonathan Schoenfelder is a poet living in Nampa, Idaho. He received his BA in English at Boise State 
University and his MFA in Creative Writing at Temple University. His work has appeared in 
Industrial Lunch, The Leveler, and The Ill-tempered Rubyist among others. He works at the Nampa 
Public Library as a library associate and lives with his wife, cat, two dogs, and several dozen birds. His 
current team is Arcanine, Ampharos, Starmie, Nidoking, Skarmory, and Umbreon. 
 
Jude Marr teaches, and writes poetry, as protest. Their chapbook, Breakfast for the Birds (Finishing 
Line), was published in 2017. Recent credits include Anti-Heroin Chic, Harbor Review, and One 
Magazine. Follow them @JudeMarr1 and find more of their work at www.judemarr.com 
 
Kallie Falandays is the author of Dovetail Down the House (Burnside Review, 2016). You can read 
her work in American Poetry Review, The Journal, Verse Daily, Salt Hill, and elsewhere. She runs 
www.telltellpoetry.com. 
 
Mary Buchinger is the author of three collections of poetry, e i f ü h l u n g/in feeling (2018), Aerialist 
(2015, shortlisted for the May Swenson Poetry Award, the OSU Press/The Journal Wheeler Prize for 
Poetry, and the Perugia Press Prize), Roomful of Sparrows (2008, New Women’s Voices Series 
semi-finalist). Her poems have appeared in AGNI, DIAGRAM, [PANK], Salamander, Slice 
Magazine, The Hollins Critic, The Massachusetts Review, and elsewhere. They have been anthologized 
in Gutters and Alleyways: Perspectives on Poverty and Struggle, Homesickness and Exile, The Quieting 
and others. Mary grew up on a farm in Michigan, served as a Peace Corps Volunteer in Ecuador, and 
holds a doctorate in Linguistics from Boston University. She is President of the New England Poetry 
Club (founded in 1915 by Robert Frost, Amy Lowell, Conrad Aiken) and Professor of English and 
Communication Studies at MCPHS University. Her website is www.marybuchinger.com.  
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My name is Max DeHaven, pronouns they/them/theirs. I am currently a graduate student at Naropa 
University in Boulder Colorado. I am pursuing my masters in Transpersonal Art Therapy. As a 
graduate student studying therapy I have been working with the notion that every ending is just a new 
beginning. The fluidity of this medium complements this thought. Once the paint is poured on the 
canvas the images shift and move as they will. As the artist, I get to sit back and watch the transition 
unfold from the first pour to the final product. I see this as a container in which I witness the end of 
the beginning and the beginning of the end. In this I get to work with my ability to let go of 
expectations in order to open to the potential of the waiting unknown- the endless beginnings that 
may stem from one ending. 
 
Like all children, Mikhail Shchupak-Katsman has been drawing since he could grip a pencil, and 
simply never stopped. At a certain point in his childhood, Mikhail discovered the immense power of 
the computer, specifically Photoshop - something that lead to his early years in graphic design.  Dozens 
of freelance projects honed his skill as a graphic designer, eventually reflecting on his art. The graphic 
design approach of condensing an idea with simple precision and clarity influenced his illustration. He 
began to utilize bold geometric elements, often focusing his entire composition on a single subject, 
much like a graphic or logo. Also fascinated by psychology, and the strange workings of the human 
mind, Mikhail explores notions of the subconscious through surrealism & glitch-art. 
 
“The mind creates and imposes meaning from nothing, distorting our perception of the world and 
ourselves. These self-produced distortions by the mind, I think are reflections of its own state – a 
subconscious cry. That’s what I’m trying to capture.” 
 
Sarah Bigham (she/her/hers) teaches, writes, and paints in Maryland where she lives with her kind 
chemist wife, three independent cats, an unwieldy herb garden, several chronic pain conditions, and 
near-constant outrage at the general state of the world tempered with love for those doing their best to 
make a difference. A Pushcart and Best of the Net nominee, Sarah’s poetry, fiction, and nonfiction 
have appeared in a variety of great places for readers, writers, and listeners. Find her at 
www.sgbigham.com. 
 
Tia Hudson lives in Bremerton, Washington, on the Kitsap Peninsula in the Pacific Northwest. She 
received her MFA from Rainier Writing Workshop at Pacific Lutheran University. 
In March of 2019, she was appointed Poet Laureate of Bremerton.  As Poet Laureate, she is most 
interested in helping to bring together a strong community of writers of all ages to enhance the literary 
life of the city.Her poems have been published in The Stillwater Review, Ars Poetic, Signals, and on the 
website of the Museum of Northwest Art.Tia teaches English at Olympic College in Bremerton, and 
she enjoys walking with her dog in the local graveyard. 
 
William Doreski has published three critical studies and several collections of poetry. His poetry, 
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essays, reviews, and fiction have appeared in various journals. He has taught writing and literature at 
Emerson, Goddard, Boston University, and Keene State College. His new poetry collection is A Black 
River, A Dark Fall.  
 
Zeke Hudson is a financial services marketing strategist and copywriter, and he can name every 
member of the Wu-Tang clan. When he's not working, he paints, gardens, bikes, and plays an 
unreasonable amount of D&D. You can find his work online and in print, and his chapbook is 
available through Thrush Press.   
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